Mixing Handle

pivots for easy mixing

Locking Lid

for spill-free mixing

Spiral Post

provides twisting motion

No-Drip Spout
for easy pouring

Adjustable Locking Ring
minimizes air

Mixing Blade

 issolves formula fast
d
without clumping

Soft-Grip Handle
for no-slip pouring

32 oz/1000 mL Pitcher

makes up to four 8 oz/250 mL bottles

Formula Mixing Pitcher

EN

Dr. Brown’s Natural Flow™ Formula Mixing Pitcher
The Dr. Brown’s Natural Flow Formula Mixing Pitcher was designed to mix formula quickly
without any clumping, and without incorporating a lot of air into the formula. Air is often
added to formula during mixing, usually by shaking. Use of the Formula Mixing Pitcher helps
minimize the air for the best results with your Dr. Brown’s® baby bottles.
• Unique mixing blade design helps formula dissolve quickly without clumping.
• Mixing blade remains below the surface to minimize air in the formula.
• Allows preparation of up to four 8 oz/250 mL bottles of formula at a time.
• Dishwasher safe and easy to assemble.

Cleaning
1. Always wash all parts prior to use.
2. Disassemble the Formula Mixing Pitcher.
3. Wash all parts thoroughly in hot, soapy water or dishwasher (top rack only). Rinse parts thoroughly.

Assembly
After cleaning, assemble the Formula Mixing Pitcher for use.
1. Attach the mixing blade to the bottom of the spiral post. This snaps on.(Fig.1)
2. Attach the locking ring by placing it on the top end of the spiral post and twisting it down
into position. (Fig. 2)
3. Insert the top end of the spiral post through the inside of the locking lid. (Fig. 3)
4. Insert the top of the post into the sloton the mixing handle. (Fig. 4)
5. Rotate the handle intonormal position. (Fig. 5)
6. Affix the locking lid with mixing blade to the pitcher.(Fig. 6)
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Mixing Instructions
1. Remove the locking lid with mixing blade.
2. Always follow the formula manufacturer’sinstructions for mixing water and formula.
3. Slide the locking ring on the spiral post until it locksat the desired notch on the spiral
post. Besure to select a notch that keeps the mixing blade below the surface of the
liquid at all times.
Note: Selecting the correct notch is important toensure the mixing blade
remains below the surface of theliquid to prevent introducing excess air.
4. Affix locking lid to the pitcher. The lid has Open andClosed/Mix positions.
It should be in the Closed/Mix position for formula preparation.
5. Begin mixing by pumping up and down onthe mixing handle with smooth strokes,
(slowly andwith gentle up/down force) about one second per up anddown stroke.
Mixing should take less than one minute. Please letmixture stand one minute to allow
surface bubbles to dissipate.
6. Rotate lid to Open position and pour the formula into Dr. Brown’s® baby bottles for
feeding or storage.
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